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Hello I am Sally, Beckford and I
am the founder of Solutions HR.

My passion is partnering with
small and family led businesses.
 
Enabling them to make their
business and employee
experience better. 

As you have downloaded this
guide, then you are either
considering or planning to make
redundancies in your business.

I know this is one of the most
difficult decisions you'll make
and that you'll want to do it in
the right way.  

This guide will support you with
7 step to manage redundancy in
your business.

Hello

If you would like some more support.  Join my free Facebook page, 
 Solutions HR . It's full of super help resources and trainings to
support your business.

If your would like some additional support. Join my free Facebook page 
 https://www.facebook.com/solutionshrltd

https://www.facebook.com/solutionshrltd


The employer has ceased, or intends to cease, continuing the
business, or
The requirements for employees to perform work of a specific type,
or to conduct it at the location in which they are employed, has
ceased or diminished, or are expected to do so.

Redundancy is  a form of dismissal an employer uses when they want to
reduce the size of their team.  

This is defined in UK law as,

Redundancies can be compulsory or non compulsory and must follow a
set procedure.  This can be found at https://www.acas.org.uk/manage-
staff-redundancies .

Failure to follow this process may led to unfair dismissal and liable
claims.

So what is redundancy?

Step 1

If your would like some additional support. Join my free Facebook page 
 https://www.facebook.com/solutionshrltd



How to avoid compulsory redundancies
The consultation process and timelines
Selection process and methods
When and how to service notice to employees
Costs and any additional support for those risk of redundancy
Plan for the future and embedding the change s you've made

Having a redundancy procedure for your business can be advantageous.  
It provides a framework which both you and your employees can use to
help support them through the process (we can help with this).

 A  well considered plan  will support you with each step of the
redundancy process.  Timescales for this process will depend on the
number of employees that are at risk of redundancy.  

 The stages you'll need to consider  during the planning stage are;

Have you got a plan?
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Natural  turnover 
Offer voluntary early retirement
Recruitment freeze
Offer voluntary redundancy
Stopping or reducing overtime
Retrain and redeploy employees
Stop using temporary workers or contractors
Pay freeze
Short time working
Reduce hours

Redundancies can  be challenging and upsetting for all  involved.  They
can affect morale, productivity and motivation.  Redundancies need to
be handled carefully to mitigate the impact on all.

You should always work towards avoiding redundancies.  Here  are
some options to consider;

Consider the alternatives
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What is the reason for the redundancy dismissals.
The amount of proposed redundancies and their job types.
Total number of employees affected.
Proposed methods of selection.
Procedure to be followed in dealing with the redundancies.
 Method of calculating redundancy payment.

A consultation is when you  speak to your employee's and their
representatives about  your proposed  changes.  It 's your opportunity to
gain their feedback and ideas.  Consultations MUST be "meaningful" so
have an open mind and actively listen to what they have to say. 

Consultation periods  are determined  by the number of people being 
 made redundant.  If over 20 people you'll need to consult collectively. 
 For more information on this visit  the ACAS website.

Consultations do not need to take place face to face and can take place
via video conferencing or telephone if mutually agreed by both parties.

At the beginning of  the consultation you'll need to share;

Consult  with your employees

Step 4
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Selection matrix -  must be based on objective criteria and no
discriminate  
Assessment centre - a range of test which include individual and
group exercises
Interview - if using an interview consider a tie break  exercise

If your making more than one person redundant from a role you'll need
to create a "selection pool".  

A selection pool groups together employees who are, at risk of
redundancy, in similar roles , locations, departments or work has
ceased.   There maybe more than one  selection pool.

A selection method will support selecting from the selection pool.   The
most common selection methods are,

All selection methods should be completed by two managers to ensure
fairness . 

Have a fair selection
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Serve redundancy notice well

Step 6
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Their notice period
Leaving date
How much redundancy pay they're due and how it's calculated
Details other pay you owe them (for example holiday pay)
Their final pay day
Any outplacement or courses you are supporting them with
How they can appeal

Notice can only be given to an employee once consultation has ended.   

When giving notice you should consider how you would want to receive
this message if you were in their position.  Where possible it is best to
have this meeting face to face.  

A written letter of notice MUST be provided and include;

 The law currently gives women made redundant while on maternity
leave the right to be offered a suitable alternative role in advance of
their colleagues.



Why there was a need for change which led to redundancies 
How they were handled in a fair, responsible and effective way
Be clear on the future plans and goal and what their role is in that
future
Any new ways of working including process and systems

In any redundancy situation, your focus should be the fair and sensitive
treatment of those employees who are losing their jobs. 

Once this has been accomplished, the business’s ongoing effectiveness
is largely dependent on the morale of the people left behind.  Who may
feel stressed or concerned about their colleagues that have left and 
 their own future job security.

It's important to continue to communicate so employees that are left
understand, 

Finally plan and action regular reviews of  your new ways of working
using a continuous improvement cycle.  

What happens next?
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And now you're READY to
manage redundancy in your

business!

I'm here to support you taking the next
step.  Join our free Facebook page,

Solutions HR.  There are lots of super
helpful resources.  To support with all

your people needs.

Join us now
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